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This impassioned sentiment from partner Derek 

Rettell is evident among all nine 4 Star restaurants. 

Since its beginnings nearly 13 years ago, 4 Star 

Restaurant Group has dropped culinary anchors in 

neighborhoods across Chicago and the suburbs—

friendly local eateries that have become staples 

in their corners of the Windy City.

“We’ve always believed in and loved this city, and 

wanted to open restaurants here,” says 4 Star 

partner Josh Rutherford. “We feel that there are 

exciting neighborhood pockets all over the place, 

and we wanted to be part of that.”

This vibrant local group is the brainchild of partners 

Doug Dunlay, Michael Dunlay, Derek Rettell, and 

Josh Rutherford. Cousins Doug and Mike opened 

their first restaurant, Dunlays on Clark, in 2002. 

Doug worked for Houston’s, a national restaurant 

chain, right out of college and it was there that he 

met Josh and Derek. The cousins brought Derek 

on hand to open a second restaurant, which grew 

into a few others. Soon after, they partnered with 

Josh to help the company expand. In 2008, 4 Star 

Restaurant Group was born.

The name 4 Star Restaurant Group is an homage 

to the four-starred Chicago city flag. The company 

logo is a clever riff on the flag, replacing the blue 

stripes at the top and bottom with a fork and 

knife, respectively. There’s no better way to tell 

the story of a quintessentially Chicago restaurant 

group or its humble and affable owners who love 

the city they call home so much. 

4 Star’s popular neighborhood-focused spots 

include Dunlays on Clark, Dunlays on the Square, 

Crosby’s Kitchen, Smoke Daddy, D.O.C. Wine Bar 

Chicago, D.O.C. Wine Bar Lombard, Frasca Pizzeria 

& Wine Bar, and—as of 2015—Remington’s and 

The Windsor. They serve everything from classic 

American grill fare to Neapolitan-style pizza, and 

each concept is consistently wildly successful. 

Part of that success falls into the capable hands 

of Corporate Chef Todd Stein, who oversees menu 

development for each concept. Stein has held 

lead positions in kitchens all over the country, 

including at Cibo Matto, mk the Restaurant, and 

others in Chicago. He even competed on Food 

Network’s “Iron Chef America” in 2011, narrowly 

losing to Bobby Flay. Now with 4 Star Restaurant 

Group, Stein ensures that everything is made 

from-scratch, nothing is frozen, and ingredients 

are sourced locally when possible. He lends his 

experience and expertise to everything from crab 

cakes to prime steaks, putting modern spins on 

classic American dishes.

In addition to the chef-driven menus and high-

quality eats available at all 4 Star restaurants, the 

connection to the community is a driving force 

behind everything they do.   

“We definitely like to connect to the 

neighborhoods in Chicago,” says Derek. “We’re 

in Lincoln Park, we’re in Lakeview, we’re in Logan 

Square, Wicker Park, and now downtown. We 

look at neighborhoods with lots of character, and 

try to find strong sites in those places.”

That vision brought us The Windsor and Remington’s 

this summer, 4 Star Restaurant Group’s newest kids 

on the block. With these new ventures, their goal 

remains the same: to bring a neighborly vibe and 

welcoming ambience to more urban, downtown 

locales. In each restaurant, the 4 Star team strives 

to create that personable, welcoming vibe for locals 

and visitors in a way that really connects to the area. 

With upscale yet approachable classic American 

fare, Remington’s exudes warmth and ease—even 

from its historic, stately home on Michigan Avenue, 

right across from Chicago’s iconic Cloud Gate 

fixture (known to many simply as “The Bean.”) 

Ask any of the partners with 4 Star Restaurant Group what they’re up to, and you’ll hear something  

like this: “We’re opening restaurants that we’ve always wanted to open; restaurants that connect to 

Chicago neighborhoods.” 
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The same upscale American grill concept extends 

to The Windsor. At the latter, American classics are 

prepared with a modern twist. “This is food that 

goes well with wine and whiskey,” Stein says.

Like a well-matched wine and food pairing, 

the 4 Star partners bring out the best in their 

restaurants—and each other. “[These restaurants] 

are really where our passion lies,” Derek says. “We 

opened up our first place and it was successful 

right from the start. The second one was as well. 

We understood our skill set and we all had a 

passion for fine wine and classic, delicious food.”

Now with a staggering nine restaurants under 

their purview, 4 Star Restaurant Group certainly 

has proved its staying power. The company 

understands what it takes to succeed in an 

unforgiving industry in one of the most discerning 

markets in the country. 

“People can tell whether or not you’re genuine,” 

Derek says. “They see if you’re trying to push a fad 

or if you’re trying to milk them for every dollar.” 

He attributes much of the group’s passion and 

dedication to the customer, but another part of the 

4 Star success story is the employees. “We get an 

extreme amount of joy out of seeing people who’ve 

been with us—who join and trust in us—to be able 

to fulfill their dreams,” adds Doug. He’s talking 

about the 500 highly trained, knowledgeable, 

enthusiastic people 4 Star Restaurant Group 

currently employs throughout their nine locations. 

After such success, some may wonder what the 

future holds for these four stars and their popular 

restaurants. 

“Responsible growth for the company is really 

our main focus,” Derek affirms. “We hope to 

bring on 4 Star Catering Company in the next 

couple of years, and we’re currently looking at 

and negotiating sites for next year up through 

2018. We’ve already been in talks with real estate 

agents and we are looking at areas for growth.” 

That growth is balanced by a work ethic and 

dedication to their customers—all day, every day. 

“Our guests trust and believe in us and know 

what we’re trying to do, and that’s exciting,” says 

Doug. “For us it’s not about ego or awards—it’s 

about making an honest living and loving and 

enjoying what we do every day. It’s just about 

hard work and trying to be as fair to the guest 

and employees as we possibly can.”

After all, that’s the 4 Star way.

“For us it’s not about ego or awards— 
it’s about making an honeSt living and 

loving and enjoying what we do every day.” 

— 4 Star partner Doug Dunlay
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